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November 20, 2016 

In what is probably the most bizarre news item of the week, you may have heard of the judge in England who 
ruled that the request of a dying 14-year-old girl should be granted.  Her wish was to have her body frozen after 
her death so that one day she could be “woken up” when a cure for her disease had been found—perhaps 
centuries from now.  In the ruling, shortly before her death, the judge described the girl petitioner as “valiant in 
the way in which she was facing her predicament.”  She, in turn, described the judge as a “hero” for ruling as he 
did.   With all due respect to the deceased, all this is nonsense—at least for the Christian believer.  It is neither 
valiant nor heroic to confront the prospect of death by denying it.  In fact, exactly the opposite is true.  The girl 
had written to the judge in her petition that “I don’t want to buried underground.  I want to have this chance.”  
Isn’t that what all of us would prefer?   

How is it “valiant” to request to live forever on this earth in good health?  What is truly heroic is the resolve to 
face suffering and inevitable death with faith and courage, and with hope in a life to come that only God can 
give us.  Nobody will blame that unfortunate girl for being afraid of death, or bewildered by it.  Aren’t we all?  
And aren’t the true heroes the ones who move into it with grace and peace?   

And isn’t that exactly the witness of our own hero, Jesus Christ, particularly on this feast day of Christ the King?  
Three times in the gospel of Luke today, Jesus was presented with the most tempting taunt that could be 
imagined, first by the rulers, then by the soldiers, and finally by the criminal hanging next to him on that cross at 
Calvary.  And the taunt was: “Save yourself!”  “Save yourself!”  Isn’t that the most primal instinct in the nature of 
any created thing?  Save yourself, whatever it takes.  If it means killing someone else, or ignoring them, or 
depriving them, or deporting them, or becoming violent or self-absorbed or even cryogenically frozen: Save 
yourself.  Everybody understands that, because the prospect of the end of our lives can threaten to be so scary.  
It doesn’t have to be—not when we are accompanied by the gift of faith—but it surely can be.  The image of our 
gospel today, the crucified King of the Universe, is enormous because of its seeming contradiction.  The one 
person who ever lived on this Earth, Jesus of Nazareth, the one person who possessed both the right and the 
power to save himself from the prospect of death, and was being urged on by everybody to do exactly that, 
refused to do so.  Why?  Because if he had saved himself all the rest of us would be damned to the permanent 
power of death.  How could we ever worship a savior who was too afraid or too proud or too selfish to endure 
what every other living thing has to endure: death?  What kind of king would that be?  What kind of a coward?  
Often it can be seen a sign of great health to do what one can to “save one’s self,” in the sense of living healthily, 
safely and prudently.  The Christian call to self-sacrifice is not a request to take up needless suffering or self-
destruction.  Jesus did not decide to hang on that cross unto death because he believed that there was virtue in 
being in pain and humiliation.  It was not his choice to be there in the first place.   

But he did understand—and by his example tried to make us understand—that trying to save one’s self at all 
costs is ultimately selfish—not valiant—and that the true heroes among us are the ones who endure great loss 
and tragedy and sadness and even death without becoming self-consumed.  On the contrary, they bear up for 
the sake of the ones they love.  As Christ did.  And just about all of us know people like that by name.  I could list 
a whole bunch of them right here in our parish, including those who are too debilitated to get here to church.  If 
you want to meet some valiant heroes, meet them.   

The truly sad thing about that now-frozen girl in England is that even if she can be reanimated from death, the 
most she can hope for is to spend another little while on this planet before facing the certain prospect of death 
all over again, only this time apart from the people who have loved her all along.  How is that heroic?  How is 
that not just tragic? 
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On this feast of Christ the King, we are right to remember that Our Savior conquered the ultimate effects of 
death not by denying them or avoiding them, but rather by enduring them—for a moment in time, so that all of 
the rest of the world could live in hope.  This is a Savior who radically re-defines what it means to rule, what it is 
to be a hero.   

About 130 years ago, another citizen of England, a composer of musical anthems for choirs, a man named Sir 
John Stainer, wrote an oratorio called The Crucifixion, and one of the highlight pieces for the choir is titled 
Procession to Calvary.  Here is the poetry set to music, which is absolutely right even though it’s obviously a 
period piece: 

Fling wide the gates 
For the Savior waits 
To tread on his royal way 
He has come from above 
In his power and love 
To die on this passion day 
How sweet is the grace of his sacred face 
And lovely beyond compare  
Though weary and worn 
With merciless scorn 
Of a world he has come to spare 
Then on to the end, my God and Friend 
With thy barren lifted high 
Thou hast come from above in thy power and love 
To endure and suffer and die 

 
Now that is a valiant hero. 
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